LIST OF CHARACTERS - FOR THE HOST’S EYES ONLY

This game has 18 characters. There are 8 characters that are required (4F, 4M), and 10 optional (5F, 5M).

CHARACTER

BRIEF BIO

SUGGESTED
ATTIRE

POLLY
ABDOOL
Pop Idol &
Choreographer
Required
Female

Polly Abdool is the peculiar pop idol and wife of Nork from
Pork. An avid cartoon fan, she has a fascination with drawing
cartoon cat characters. She is a fun-loving girl, but it seems
that after she was married two years ago, she started going a
little nutzo!

‘80s pop star
attire, leg
warmers and a
large teased
hairstyle.

NORK FROM
PORK
Television Star
Required Male

Nork is the one of the most bizarre television actors in
Hollywood! Rumor has it that he was a struggling actor who
got lucky landing a sitcom role of a stranded alien on the
planet Earth. Seven years later, Nork has assumed the
identity of the fictional character and lives his life by the ways
of Planet Pork - both on and off camera!

Space suit or a
striped shirt with
rainbow
suspenders.

TONI
OREGANO
Pop Star &
Mogwai
Rescuer
Required
Female
DEBBIE
GRIBSON
American Teen
Idol
Required
Female

Toni Oregano came out of the woodwork with her hit
cheerleading-themed single Hey Dickie! The world has been
awaiting another hit from this pop diva, but it’s been two years
of radio silence. People wonder why she still wears her iconic
cheerleading outfit. Toni spends most of her time tending to
her Mogwai rescue.

Cheerleading
uniform. Hair in
pigtails with large,
‘80s bangs.
Stuffed animals
for ‘Mogwai’ as
optional props.

Debbie Gribson is an intolerable, high-maintenance teen idol.
This pop icon is known by Hollywood insiders as being difficult
to work with, as she’s extremely demanding. Because of her
fame and success, she gets whatever she wants. Toni
Oregano is the only one that Debbie considers to be a true
friend.

‘80s diva pop star
attire, large
teased hairstyle.

DANNY SON
Karate
Champion
Required Male

Danny Son is the American black belt Karate champion. He
was raised by a single mother in a poor neighborhood, but
was taken in by an old Karate master who trained him to
become the most feared Karate competitor in the nation.

A karate uniform
with a white
karate bandana.

LINDY LAUPER
Singer &
Songwriter
Required
Female

Lindy Lauper is a fun-loving and eccentric pop star. She is
known for her ever-changing colorful hair and crazy clothing,
as well as her unique high-pitched voice! Just about every
teenage girl has a Lindy Lauper tape in her cassette player!

ALLIGATOR
DUNDEE
Wilderness
Expert
Required Male

Alligator Dundee is quickly rising to international fame with his
rugged charm and uncanny animal handling skills. He is
known in Australia as an alligator hunter and charismatic
wilderness guru. In America, these manly attributes have
landed him a spot in Hollywood as an upcoming film star!
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Bustier with a tutu
skirt, legwarmers
and large, teased,
colorful ‘80s hair.
‘80s alligator
hunter attire /
safari type
clothing with a
safari hat. A
stuffed alligator as
an optional prop.

DAVE BOUIE
Pop Star and
Actor
Required Male

Dave Bouie is one of the most legendary music icons of his time.
Many say it’s only a matter of time before this chap is a member of
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. Hailing from England, Dave is a
bestselling music artist with hits on both the US and UK charts. Not
one to rest between projects and tours, Dave also has an illustrious
acting career on the stages of Broadway, television, and the
Hollywood big screen.

JESSICA BUNNY
Femme Fatale
‘Cartoon
Rabbit’
Optional
Female

Jessica Bunny performed the voice behind the famous femme
fatale cartoon rabbit of the same name from the movie Who
Framed Ralph Bunny? She insists upon wearing a Jessica
Bunny costume and going by the stage name of Jessica
Bunny, so everybody will know she was the voice behind the
film character. Most Hollywood gossipers say she needs to
move on with her career!

LOUIE
SKULLNICK
College
Student & Frat
Boy
Optional Male

Louie Skullnick is a nerdy computer major and frat boy from
the fraternity Lambda Pi at the local university. He is an
aspiring film star and rap artist. However, he hasn’t had luck
with kick-starting his career in the entertainment industry. He
is also a talented inventor, and shows a lot of promise in the
field of engineering.

SCABFACE
Mobster
Optional Male

Originally hailing from Cuba, Scabface came to America in
search of fortune and fame and quickly rose to become a
legendary mob boss in Miami, Florida. Famous for a neverhealing sore on his face, he is one to be feared in the streets
of Miami.

NOZZY
NOSBORN
Rock Star
Optional Male

Nozzy Nosborn is the wild and crazy rock star often referred
to as the Prince of Nightshade. He is a vampire bat farmer
and is one of the biggest rock icons of the ‘80s. Take heed
when you are around this untamed rocker, as he is very
unpredictable during social gatherings.

SPUNKY
BREWSTER
Television Star
Optional
Female

Spunky Brewster is the lucky orphan who landed an awesome
role as an orphan in a self-named television sitcom! Her
pigtails and silly socks are what she is known for, and this is
one television star who knows how to tell a joke!

Brightly colored
‘80s attire with
pigtails and
striped socks.

HOWARD SCOTT
Teenage
Werewolf
Optional Male

Keep Howard Scott happy or you might pay the price!
Howard is the little brother of Nork from Pork, and a talented
high school basketball star. He unfortunately has a major
anger management problem! Howard only found out recently
that his emotions can lead to some hairy situations.

A ‘80s t-shirt and
jeans with wolf
hair coming out of
the shirt. An
optional prop is
wolf ears / nails.
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A pop idol costume.
Bright colored spiky
wig and stage
makeup.

Red, long evening
gown (sequins if
possible), red wig,
and bunny mask /
bunny ear
headband.
Optional to wear
bunny makeup on
the face.
Nerdy ‘80s attire
with hair slicked
back and parted
on the side. Black
glasses with
taped frames as
an optional
accessory.
A white leisure
suit with a toy
gun. A large scab
on the face as an
optional prop.
Black cape, black
t-shirt and pants
with black boots.
Round, colored
sunglasses and
fingernails painted
black. A fake bat
as an optional
prop.

FADONNA
Pop Star
Optional
Female

Fadonna is one of the most famous pop stars of the ‘80s. She
came to Hollywood to make it big, and her time has definitely
arrived. She is a tad spoiled and demanding at times, but this
is one musical diva that knows how to party!

Black lace tank &
gloves, ballerina
skirt, leggings and
leg warmers.
Black bangles on
the wrist and hair
teased with a
headband and
heavy makeup.

EL VAMPIRA
Diva of the
Dark
Optional
Female

El Vampira is a celebrity who gained her fame by hosting a
late night television show. Her alternative name is Diva of the
Dark, as she’s known for Gothic fashion and speaks with a
creepy voice. This is one super spooky diva!

Vampira costume.
Small red stickers
as a prop.

MUFFY
BANGLES
‘80s Valley Girl
Optional
Female

Like, oh, my gosh, let’s throw on leg warmers, snag Daddy’s
credit cards, and go shopping at the Galleria!
Muffy spends all of her free time with her best friends
shopping and going to outrageous parties. This is one Valley
girl who knows everyone in the in-crowd.
*Can be expanded to up to 15 characters playing as
Muffy’s friends.

Polo-style shirt
(popped collar),
khaki shorts, &
penny loafers.
Hair teased into a
large, ‘80s
hairstyle with a
ribbon tied around
as a headband.

BIFF BUFFMAN
‘80s Prep
Optional Male

Biff Buffman is an ultra-snooty prep that spends his days with
his buddies at the local country club. Biff and his friends all
have sizeable trust funds and spend minimal time at their
fathers’ companies learning the ropes for the one day that
they will take over. Until that day, they will spend their time
impulsively enjoying their life of leisure.
*Can be expanded to up to 15 characters playing as Biff’s
friends

Argyle sweater
with a polo style
shirt underneath
with a popped
collar. Khaki
pants, Topsider
Deck Shoes.

Your guest pre-game site is:
The Pinterest page for this game is here:
https://www.pinterest.com/mymysteryparty/like-oh-my-goshmurder-murder-mystery-party/
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